Quantum decoherence in finite size exciton-phonon systems.
Based on the operatorial formulation of the perturbation theory, the properties of a confined exciton coupled with phonons in thermal equilibrium is revisited. Within this method, the dynamics is governed by an effective Hamiltonian which accounts for exciton-phonon entanglement. The exciton is dressed by a virtual phonon cloud whereas the phonons are clothed by virtual excitonic transitions. Special attention is thus paid for describing the time evolution of the excitonic coherences at finite temperature. As in an infinite lattice, temperature-enhanced quantum decoherence takes place. However, it is shown that the confinement softens the decoherence. The coherences are very sensitive to the excitonic states so that the closer to the band center the state is located, the slower the coherence decays. In particular, for odd lattice sizes, the coherence between the vacuum state and the one-exciton state exactly located at the band center survives over an extremely long time scale. A superimposition involving the vacuum and this specific one-exciton state behaves as an ideal qubit insensitive to its environment.